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1.

Following on from last week’s exciting news confirming that orienteering can restart from 1st
August, the Committee have met, considered the guidance and come up with a plan. There will
be a mini series of 4 events to be held on Thursday nights in August and then (assuming all is
well) a series of urban/park events in September. The preliminary dates/venues (TBC subject to
access permissions) are: 6/8/20—Mawbray; 13/8/20—Low Rigg; 20/8/20—Knock Murton; 27/8/20—Ling Fell. Planners may still be needed for some of these events and the September series. Please contact Mike Billinghurst
urgently if you can help.
Inevitably, things will have to be organised a little differently. Events will only be open to members of the British
Orienteering Federation (visit their website for details). Any WCOC members who do not own their own dibber
can loan one free of charge. Contact Dave Fenwick (davfen44@yahoo.co.uk).
You will need to pre-enter online and will be allocated a start time to avoid overcrowding at the start and payment
will be made in advance by bank transfer. Currently suggestion is £15 adults for 4 events and £5 juniors. Keep an
eye on the Club Facebook page; emails and website for further information. (I am sure you will all be grateful that
we have such a positive and proactive committee enabling this to happen).
2.

For those enjoying the Maprun courses, you can now get MaprunG which allows you to use your smart watch to
record your run. So far we’ve only tried it at the Leaps but it worked well! Pete Nelson has kindly published league
tables up to 19th July. Current leaders on the Long courses are Mike Billinghurst (1), Karen Parker (2), Dan Parker
(3), Stuart Crawford (4), Emma Crawford (5), Lynne Thomas (6), John Taylor (7), Alex Crawford (8), Pete Nelson (9)
and Anne Burbidge (10). On the Short courses—Toby Heppell (1), Sally Heppell (2), Liz Elliott (3), Helen Rennie (4),
Sophie Crawford (5), Emma Stuart (6), John Taylor (7), Paul Jennings (8), Howard Leslie (9) and Fred Boardman (10).

3.

Congratulations again to Joe Sunley! Yet another Lockdown orienteering success—this time winning the overall title
for the Junior weekend. Joe led after the completion of the 10 stages over the weekend and then won the Catching
Features Grand Finale—well done Joe!

4.

Thanks to Dave Fenwick’s charity Christmas events the Club was able to make a donation of £31 to the Calvert
Trust.

Quiz Corner—Here are the answers to Mike’s World Quiz:
1.

Hungary-Those club members who went to JWOC 2018 should have easily spotted this. Central Hungarian
juniper terrain.

2.

Finland
Classic bare rock mapping, using the grey screen. The other Nordic countries generally use yellow (open area)
to map bare rock.

3.

Australia
Quite a hard one but I couldn’t leave out one of the best areas I have ever run on. Mt Kooyora – wonderful
granite terrain.

4.

Denmark
The clues are the erosion gully networks and “worked” nature of the forest.

5.

England
Shame on you if you didn’t spot our very own Dalegarth.

Twitter: You can follow @WCOC2014 and on the website-www.wcoc.co.uk
Also on FB—public and members’ page.

6. Italy—Venice to be precise. See the Rialto Bridge crossing the Grand Canal.
7. Switzerland—Steep slopes, alpine meadows, big cliffs.
8. Norway—This one is typical of the North of the country. Open marshes on detailed slopes.
9. Estonia—Big flat marshes separated by steep, often thickly forested, ridges is typical of Estonia.
10. France -Another hard one perhaps. They have a great variety of terrain and some of it is challenging.
11. -China -The ruins of the Old Summer Palace in Beijing.
12. Czech Republic-Classic sandstone terrain from the North of the country. Expect to see lots of this at next
year’s world championships.
13. Sweden—Where the sport started. Lots of contour and rock detail, and often plenty of marshes.
14. Turkey—The place to combine shopping with orienteering – the Grand Bazaar, Istanbul.
15. Japan -Perhaps the hardest one to spot. This area is on the slopes of Mt Fuji. The detailed ridge formations
are former lava flows.
16. Portugal—A characteristic terrain consisting of granite slabs and cliffs with patches of really thick vegetation
between them.
A big ‘thank you’ to Mike for providing this quiz.

Now that holiday season is upon us, if any of you are enjoying orienteering activities (maybe using old maps or
Maprun courses) in other parts of the country (or World),
then it would be nice to share photos and news of what you
have been up to.
Also any juniors out there that should have been at the various training camps, it would be great to hear from you about the ‘alternative’ training activities
you have been asked to undertake.

Good News for Rosie Watson. For those following Rosie’s
adventures on the The New Story Run, after 4 months of
being locked down in Albania due to travel restrictions arising from the Covid pandemic, Rosie has now re-started her
epic journey on foot to Mongolia. Good luck Rosie and we
look forward to following you on the next steps of your journey.

A very big ‘thank you’ to Mike Pearson for his interesting, entertaining and informative series of articles. Not sure I will
now ever be able to tackle a course without thinking which stage of life each control represents! Penhale Sands features in
the JK 2021 so maybe we should all aim to make it the Race of our Lives!

